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Abstract: Friction drilling as a non-chip drilling method requires a special formed tool. This tool can be combined with conventional drilling machines as well as milling machines, also CNC ones. The choice depends only on the factors related to production volumes. Tool must have high durability properties to reach proper efficiency level. This means the number of boreholes that can be formed while maintaining the shape and structure of the surface within the dimensions tolerances limits. High temperature in the process also causes high durability properties. This article presents a review of possible solutions on tools mounting devices and tools functionality used in friction drilling process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Friction drilling (also known as thermal drilling) is an innovative, non-chip method of drilling. The friction mentioned in the name is the result of contact between the conical rotating tool and the surface of the workpiece. This process has been developed to enable threads to be made in thin-walled materials (plate sheets or profiles) which allow a tight connection without the use of additional connecting elements, such as nitrile threads. The main purpose of friction drilling is to obtain a sleeve with a thickness of three to four times that of the base material [1]. Friction drilling begins when the rotating tool comes into contact with the material (Fig. 1). Under the influence of rotation and feed force, friction is generated which increases the temperature of the material, which can reach up to 750°C during the process [2]. The temperature shall increase until the material becomes plastic. The opening is then pressed under the feed force. A tool with a conical geometry gradually expands the hole diameter and lengthens the moulded sleeve. The flow is formed at the end of the process. The shape and size depend on the type and geometry of the tool used, as well as the feed force set.

Fig. 1. Scheme of during the friction drilling process [3]
The friction drilling method does not require any more costs connected with a special machine and equipment purchase. Such a process can be carried out in single cycles on bench drill and conventional machines (Fig. 2), also in automated cycle guaranteed high recurrence using CNC machines. Tools manufacturers terms only minimal requirements for machines to avail full of tools possibilities.

Fig. 2. Friction drilling set mounted on light milling machine AVIA FNC-25 [2]

The main application of the frictional drilling method is threaded joints in thin-walled materials. From this point of view, making holes using the frictional drilling method has features that put this process above the conventional drilling process. Friction drilling is a cheaper and faster process than traditional methods of making holes. This is due to the shorter time of the hole and its subsequent threading of bore. The threaded bore with this method requires only two operations. In the first one, a hole is formed in one passage, while the second one is threaded. In order to achieve a similar effect with traditional methods, the threaded element must be additionally fixed and immobilized. The most frequently used are threaded rivets or special weld nuts, the purchase of which increases the cost of making a single hole. Such a connection does not guarantee either tightness or high strength parameters compared to the thread made in a full material [3]. The differences between the additional threaded elements used and the thread in the full material are shown in Figure 3.

Friction drilling outside the main application has several advantages which are not directly related to the main application of this method, but are worth noting due to their usefulness. One of the factors that reduces costs and time needed to shape a bore is the fact that no coolant is used. This has a significant impact on the environment and operator comfort (no oil vapours). In addition to this, it is possible to use a lubricant mist or special paste, as there is no need for time consuming cleaning of the treated workpiece with chips and remnants of liquids. The high degree of cleanliness of the friction drilling method allows this method to be used for making holes in structures intended for medical or food contact applications.

2. TOOL HOLDER

Tolling necessary to friction drilling process realization is a special tool holder with a cooling disc (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Differences in threaded connections in thin-walled materials (from left): thread in material; nut welded; nitonated nut; thermally formed hole; thread in moulded material [4]

Fig. 4. Example solutions used in cooling discs: a) corrugated cylindrical wall by Macosta; b) disc with bored surface by Parksons; c) turbine construction by Flowdrill [5, 6, 7]
During rotational movement, the disc accounts for air movement extortion to up from tooling place. Not using this part causes the tool to degrade faster and decrease quantity of possible to manufacture bores in a time unit. The cause of this state is substantial limitation of heat reception possibilities from tooling material. Moreover, lack of the cooling disc causes a negative influence to the final quality of bores throughout an increase of the heat transfer zone. Increased tooling temperature to phase changes level in tolling material is possible, too. Tool manufacturers use different construction solutions to solve air movement problem, but they work similarly. Despite construction differences, a large majority of manufacturers to mount tools in the holder use the Morse cone. The use of the Morse cone makes the tool clamping system compatible with nearly all types of machine tools [2].

3. DRILLS

A main executive element for a friction drilling process is drill. Also named thermdrill or thermoforming drill. This tool has a characteristic conical shape (Fig. 5). Coated carbide with noble elements is the main material used to manufacture thermdrills [8].

![Fig. 5. An exemplary series of friction drilling drills [5]](image)

As friction drilling is usually a pre tapping operation, tool manufacturers do not use tool diameters for making their products. In most cases, the size of the drill bit is determined by determining the thread size to be used in the following order.

Parts of drill shown in Figures 6a-6d have a direct influence to forming bushing and outflow. The part shown in Figure 6e is a gripping part. Drilling begins when the top of the drill has contact with tolling material. Different value $\alpha$ and $\beta$ angle are connected with the change of the peripheral speed to reduce friction force after tolling material puncture and not implement thermal changes into tooling material while forming. View in Figure 6d described by dimension $d$ makes a final diameter of drilled bore. Guide a square plane across to rotate axle, it is easy to see a full cylindrical shape and some flat surfaces. It is unique for this type of toll and minimize a adhesion forces. It is necessary to reduce chemical contents changes of drilled bore surface.

![Fig. 6. Structure of thermoforming drill: a) central part; b) conical part; c) cylindrical part; d) bushing forming part; e) gripping part [8]](image)

Usually drills are manufactured in two groups and two kinds (Fig. 7). The first group includes tools formed a unique outflow on the material surface (Fig. 7b). Drills equipped with an acute edge in forming part making a second group (Fig. 7a). This edge evens the surface to level of tooling material around formed bore (Fig. 8). The choice between these groups depends on the future usage of bored hole. Both kinds of drills are manufactured in long and short versions. The long version is used to drill metal sheets. Short versions are dedicated to usage in metal shapes [5, 6, 7].

![Fig. 7. Kinds of the friction drills: a) with cutter blade; b) formed bushing on a machined material surface[4]](image)

![Fig. 8. Possible to reach kinds of bores: a) with flat surface; b) with formed bushing [4]](image)
4. TOOL DURABILITY

The drill is a very durable tool. Right usage with manufacturer care included in the user manual makes it possible to drill thousands of openings. The results of research published in 2006 at the University of Michigan shows a possibility to reach 11,000 drilled bores with one tool (Fig. 9) [8]. Drill lost of the geometrical parameters is relatively marginal. So many drilled bores is an unreachable quantity for multi-cutter head manufactured bores by defect methods. The largest change of drill dimensions occurred in the central part because in this place friction is started and on this part the adhesion forces have the biggest influence. A sharply ended cone after so great an amount of manufactured bores is a significant factor, too. So high level of drill durability is also interesting because this is most temperature exposed element. After use a change of dimension is visible in area B (Fig. 9). In this zone formed bushing part moved to part fixing final diameter of the bore. Is possible to see flattening of chart in this zone.

This kind of changes of the drill geometric can be the cause of conical cross section bores. That shape of bores can be problematic for the other usage of bores than threaded holes. In Figure 10, a microscopic view showed the phases of the drill wear according to the numbers of manufactured bores.

In the various stages of tool wear and tear, measured by the number of holes made, there are visible increasing cracks. Their number increases with the number of holes. The cracks are perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the tool. After 11,000 holes have been made, the scratches are focused on the border between cylindrical part and bushing forming part.

Measuring the diameters of particular drill zones is one of the methods of estimating tool wear. However, this means interrupting the process and waiting for the tool and clamping tool to cool down. This results in lost time and increased downtime costs.

Thermal imaging is an excellent tool for forecasting tool wear. The advantage of this solution is the possibility to record the results on-line. This technology also allows the results to be archived and compared over time. It is also possible to collate the data collected for different tools (different design or material) and to compare them with each other for a specific number of bores they made.

The wear of the tool can be seen in the thermograms by increasing the number of bright spots (Fig. 11 and 12). This is due to the loss of smoothness of the tool as the number of bores increased (Fig. 10). The appearance of lateral scratches reduces the contact area between the tool and the workpiece. In addition, sharp crack edges increase the friction forces in the process. This causes the tool to heat up more intensively on its surface [10]. As we know, overheating of the processing zone is undesirable due to the possibility of structural changes on the surface of the shaped bore. The analysis of recorded thermograms makes it possible to prevent this type of effects, even though the results of tool measurements would still indicate the possibility of its further exploitation.
An example of a tool that facilitates the analysis of thermograms of the friction drilling process is the temperature distribution histogram for the part of the heat map that is tested. This form of data representation makes it possible to determine the temperature distribution over a given area.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The information obtained from literature sources analyzed was useful to form the following conclusions.

1. The friction drilling method can be implemented on conventional machining machines, making it easy to implement.

2. The use of numerically controlled machines makes it possible to achieve high repeatability of the holes made in series and mass production.

3. Despite the different designs, the principle of operation of the cooling discs from different manufacturers is the same.

4. Depending on the future application of the bore, drills are available to make holes with a moulded outflow as well as with a surface aligned to the level of the workpiece material.

5. When making holes in the metal sheets, long drills should be used, which allows a more precise formation of the sleeve.
6. Bore manufactured on the profiles requires the use of short drills, which prevents the creation of bores on opposite walls of the profiles.
7. Tools used in the friction drilling process obtain high durability allowing for 11000 manufactured bores.
8. Too high a temperature in friction drilling process can be a cause for a structural change of tooling material and fastest wearing of toll.
9. Tool manufacturers use different solutions for heat repellent from tooling area.
10. With increasing of manufactured bores quantity tool gradually wearing, but characteristic shape of toll remain preserved.
11. Thermal imaging can be carried out on-line and reduces the cost of downtime needed to cool the tool to a safe temperature.
12. The use of thermal imaging cameras in the friction drilling process research allows one to obtain a lot of information about the influence of temperature on the tool wear.
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